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 Microsoft Office uses a certain subset of the Open XML file format. According to an MSDN article, "Unicode" version of MS Office 2007 introduced additional font features and support for a number of international languages. It also introduced the ability to store full Unicode characters in a document. Tablets are easier for reading than e-book readers because of their size, touch screen, and ability
to see the text without a line of sight. Their price and availability also make them more attractive than e-book readers. The Nook Color uses Nook's proprietary.epub format and the Kindle has a proprietary.mobi format. Legal issues In countries where copyrighted content is heavily regulated by copyright law, the conversion of documents to digital format is subject to restrictions. It is impossible, for

example, to convert a books bought from a physical store to electronic form on a Kindle or Nook without losing the copyright. Moreover, in many countries it is illegal to modify or remove copyright-protected material from a publication. Such as when images are cropped, resized, or otherwise altered, so that they can be sold separately. For example, in Spain, it is illegal to modify the layout or remove
elements of a photograph from a newspaper. The legality of content modification varies from country to country. Many European countries allow the modification of content for non-commercial use, although the law is not fully established. There are also differences in the limitations of format conversion and modification. For example, the International Association of Standardization Authorities

(IASA) published recommendations regarding the format modification for newspapers, but no standards for e-books. In order to preserve the integrity of text and allow users to read converted content on a variety of devices, some organizations have developed standards. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has developed a series of standards for the information technology
industry called the Open Document Format for Office Applications (ODF). The W3C standards body has developed an XML format called the Open Document Format. ODF and ODF-based XML in particular, uses a "license or license-like" clause to specify the rights of the user regarding the use and modification of the document. See also Book conversion software Wikipedia:Book References

External links Book vs. document: Is e-book reader the future of publishing? The New York Times The Case for Ebooks: How They Work and Why They Matter by Farhad Manjoo at Slate. Category 82157476af
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